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Taking it to the streets:

consumer
neuroscience
in the
real world
Consumer neuroscience (AKA
neuromarketing) has come a long way
in the past 20 years, when Phil Harris
first measured brain activity linked with
consumer preferences. He takes stock
of its evolution and identifies what could
excite research buyers and suppliers.
This year marks an anniversary of sorts in consumer neuroscience
– well, at least for me. Twenty years ago, as a PhD student working
in a lab, I’d been given relatively free rein to design and run a project using
brain activity responses to tap into preferences for commercial music. The
study showed a lot of promise, with electroencephalography (EEG)
measures of emotional response correlating strongly with preferred
music tracks. Not predictive, mind you, but 20 years ago the field of
consumer neuroscience didn’t exist and research exploring neural
signatures of preference was pretty exciting stuff.
Wind forward 20 years from that early study and it’s evident that
consumer neuroscience (aka neuromarketing) has developed into a viable,
if not important, mainstream marketing research option. Research buyers
and suppliers worldwide now utilise insights from the field to improve their
marketing efficiency. So perhaps it’s a good time to step back and take the
pulse of neuromarketing. What’s evolved in the field over the past 20 years?
CONTINUED ON PAGE 12
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Beyond the lab

on customer attention to product displays,
Firstly, in the past consumer neuroscience
point of sale (POS) and so on, but leaves
was conducted in ‘the lab’. When
unresolved the question of how
harnessing wired technology with
customers are reacting emotionally.
roots in academia, this was a
Does attention to signage
necessary evil but it certainly
draw the customer in or actually
constrained the range of
repel them? Deeper insight
questions that could be
will be gained by linking
explored using these advanced
across eye tracking and EEG
techniques. Increasingly,
measures to connect with
though, manufacturers are
emotional responses that
into a valuable source of insight
supplying equipment that
drive behaviour in-store.
over the past 20 years and there’s
enables data capture in realistic
Some suppliers have moved
market environments. Tech is
from
specialising in one
a new understanding of your
now wireless and equipped to
technique – such as eye tracking,
customers to be gained.
handle the rigours of real world
skin conductance (i.e. arousal)
data collection. Want to understand
responses or EEG – to offering an
how a market reacts to media/
array of measures that can be drawn
products/environments? Measure in
upon to deliver insight, but the greatest
home. Measure outdoors. It’s all viable.
benefit is gained when insights are linked
The catch? Capturing useful signals while the
across multiple measures captured simultaneously.
participant is engaged in market-relevant behaviours presents
This is notoriously tricky, but a skilled supplier can deliver on this.
a unique set of challenges. Did you know that consumer
On a related tack, informed research buyers are also now
neuroscience measures can be 100 times more sensitive to
appreciating the value of linking consumer neuroscience insights
physical action than mental states? This is a significant issue in
with tried-and-tested techniques such as qualitative research.
real-world environments. The latest tech will happily deliver out-of
This makes great sense as there is still enormous benefit to be
the box metrics that reflect ‘excitement’, ‘engagement’ and so on
gained by using qual to address questions that simply can’t
regardless of whether the participant is viewing a product on shelf
be answered by neuroscience techniques, such as whether
or jumping on a trampoline. This measurement ignores the fact
consumers actually understand a communication. Even better,
that participants’ movements also generate signals that can overlap
we can use neuroscience data to inform qual discussion and
and significantly distort measures purported to measure thinking
capture synergies across the techniques.
states.
The solution? Use a skilled supplier who knows how to manage
The question of cost
participants and biophysical signal quality in the real world. The
How about the perennial question ‘what does it cost?’ This
alternative is to risk measures that might look good but have little
meets with a simple answer – it’s now cost competitive. Once an
real connection to the task at hand.
expensive research undertaking, commercial tech is now more
cost-effective, skilled staff more readily available, and there are
Understanding emotions
more efficient research processes. These all enable suppliers to
Secondly, over the past decade there’s been a growing
price consumer research at about the same price point as any
understanding that no single consumer neuroscience technique
other established research technique that delivers deep insights.
can usefully answer all marketing research questions. For
example, retailers have been using eye-tracking to inform their
Determining what’s reliable
understanding of in-store behaviour for some time. That’s a
Finally, 20 years ago we were breaking ground with every study we
great application for the technique, delivering detailed insight
ran. Now, there’s a wealth of advice out there now based on existing

Consumer
neuroscience
has matured
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consumer neuroscience research. Some great
be considered with a healthy degree of
blogs sift through academic and commercial
scepticism. Then ask, is the author qualified
20 years ago the field of in any useful way to provide advice based on
research to supply nuggets of gold that
consumer neuroscience
will support your marketing effectiveness.
the evidence? Unfortunately the key findings
There’s another catch, though. It’s not always
didn’t exist and research of some great research have been distorted
easy to distinguish more from less reliable
so much in the telling that the advice for
exploring neural
neuromarketing advice. Often the advice is
signatures of preference marketers is simply not useful or, at worst,
based on pseudoscience, and unfortunately
potentially harmful to your bottom line.
was pretty exciting stuff.
bad advice is prevalent, even from wellMy other advice is to dig in and learn.
known consumer neuroscience contributors.
Take a free Consumer Neuroscience course
A great example is the persistence of
on Coursera. Talk to an expert supplier. Then
advice drawing on left/right brain differences. Want to maximise the
take it to the streets, store, event. . . wherever your market is. Consumer
emotional impact of a message? Put your message left of screen to
neuroscience has matured into a valuable source
maximise impact on the emotional right hemisphere. Not so fast. The
of insight over the past 20 years and there’s a new
real world isn’t actually handled with such distinction between left and
understanding of your customers to be gained.
right brain processing.
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